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Determining the impact of Cost of Ownership (COO) and Return on Investment (ROI) is crucial in the hightech decision-making process. To analyze the financial impact of upgrading an Applied Materials' Centura®
System with a Fabworx Solutions HP Robotic Arm, a cost-of-ownership model was developed, and is
described in this article. Using TWO COOL, the industry-standard software from Wright Williams & Kelly, a
comprehensive return on investment model was generated for several tool performance areas, using actual
data provided by customers.
OVERVIEW

RESULTS

A number of AMAT Centura systems were upgraded with
the Fabworx Robot. These upgrades were performed to
improve a variety of issues, including reliability, throughput
and yield. The financial impact of these upgrades was
analyzed collaboratively by both Fabworx Solutions and
Wright Williams & Kelly.

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fabworx Robot
upgrade provides substantial return on investment. This
return is obtained within several performance improvement
areas that were independently measured and analyzed:
•

Reliability is improved, providing a cost savings on
replacement parts, labor and tool downtime.

WWK's TWO COOL cost-of-ownership analysis software
was used to evaluate the ROI and payback interval of these
Fabworx robot upgrades. Incorporating full SEMI
Standards compliance for analyzing COO and OEE, TWO
COOL is accepted as the industry standard and is widely
used by major semiconductor manufacturers and
equipment suppliers.

•

Wafer placement repeatability is improved, reducing
backside pressure faults and thus increasing tool
availability.

•

Tool throughput is increased, effectively providing
incremental capacity.

•

Wafer scratching due to robotic inaccuracies is
eliminated, resulting in an immediate yield increase.

•

Wafer-handling-induced particles, another source of
yield loss, are greatly reduced.

Using this software application, a model was generated
that incorporates customer-supplied data taken before and
after the upgrades were performed. This customer data
was collected from several upgrades throughout multiple
fabs over a period of twelve months.
This article provides details on the model used, the results
obtained, the Fabworx Robot and the TWO COOL software
application. Additional information can be provided by
contacting either Fabworx Solutions (www.fabworx.com)
or Wright Williams & Kelly (www.wwk.com).

Considerable payback is achieved in each area. As
expected, tool improvements that impact yield provide the
greatest payback, while maintenance items provide the
least. Details on each of these improvement areas are
described on the following pages.

©2005 Fabworx Solutions, Inc.
Fabworx is a trademark of Fabworx Solutions, Inc.
TWO COOL is a registered trademark of WWK.
Endura, Centura and VHP are registered trademarks of Applied
Materials, Inc.
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The HARDWARE
The Applied Materials' Endura and Centura Systems are
among the most successful manufacturing platforms in use
today. At the core of these cluster tools are the HP and
VHP wafer-handling robots.
Initially designed in the 1980’s, these robots were
considered state-of-the art. Over time, however, robot
limitations have resulted in reduced system productivity
and yield:
•

Bearings located at the hub, elbow and wrist
frequently wear out and require replacement,
resulting in excessive costs for parts, labor and tool
downtime.

•

Wafers slide while on the blade, leading to placement
inaccuracy.

•
•

•

The Fabworx Solutions Upgrade
Fabworx Solutions has developed a next-generation
Robotic Arm upgrade for these systems that incorporates
advanced materials in its design to improve precision and
structural integrity. The design also increases system
reliability, wafer placement repeatability and tool
throughput.
Installed in high-volume production fabs since early 2003,
the Fabworx Robot's design addresses performance
problems exhibited in the OEM robot:
•

The Robot is designed to a specification of 11 million
Mean Cycles Between Failure (MCBF), a ten-fold
improvement over the previous generation of OEM
robots. Design enhancements also increase bearing
life, reducing preventive maintenance requirements,
downtime and parts cost.

In several cases, the throughput of these systems is
limited by the robot's wafer-handling speed.

•

Wafer scratching is commonly exhibited, due to robot
droop. As a result, the robot blade contacts the
topside of a wafer while extending into the cassette.

Wafers rest on three perflouroelastomer pads with a
high coefficient of friction, eliminating wafer sliding
and increasing placement accuracy.

•

Robot-induced particles are generated from wafers
sliding on the blade (creating aluminum and nickel
particles), and exposed stainless steel bearings in the
hub, elbow and wrist assemblies repeatedly colliding
(creating ferrous particles and gaseous molecular
contamination from bearing grease).

Since the Fabworx Robot can safely move wafers
significantly faster than the original robot, waferhandling speed is increased and a higher throughout
can be achieved.

•

Wafer scratching is eliminated with the Fabworx
Robot. Its blade provides more wafer-to-wafer
clearance within the cassette, offers more precise
adjustability throughout and will not droop.

•

Sealed, ceramic bearings are used, with minimal
amounts of high-quality lubricant. Robot-induced
particles on both the frontside and backside of wafers
are substantially reduced.

Figure 1
Fabworx Solutions' Robotic Arm

The SOFTWARE
Originally developed for SEMATECH, Wright Williams &
Kelly's TWO COOL software is widely accepted as the
industry standard for analyzing COO and OEE.
This feature-rich application incorporates full SEMI
Standards compliance, and is equally valuable in
evaluating the financial impact of both capital purchases
and system upgrades.
Along with a state-of-the-art graphical user interface, TWO
COOL offers automated report and chart generation,
sensitivity analysis, a built-in database and multiple
analysis modes.
During this analysis, the software proved highly effective
for modeling the financial ramifications of this type of
upgrade. COO as well as OEE is accurately modeled, and
before-and-after comparisons were quickly calculated and
evaluated.
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The MODEL
To generate the cost-of-ownership analysis, several
parameters were entered into the TWO COOL software
application to define the hardware and process used. In
addition, actual customer-supplied, before-and-after
performance data was used.

Table 1
Assumptions for COO Model

Assumption

Value

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)

69%

Wafer Size

200 mm

Tool Availability

Hardware Configuration
The following system configuration was used:
•

A single-robot, three-chamber Centura 5200 system
with an ElectroStatic Chuck (ESC).

MTBF

200 Hrs.

MTTR

10 Hrs.

Original Equipment Cost

•

An identical process for each of the three chambers.

Throughput

•

Industry-typical system parameters.

Completed Wafer Manufacturing Cost
Materials Cost

Data
All data used in this analysis was customer-supplied.
Measurements were taken before and after the Fabworx
upgrades were performed. The data encompasses several
upgrades, performed at several customer sites, over a
period of twelve months.
To remain conservative in the modeling calculations, a
lesser improvement than what was actually achieved was
used to determine ROI.
Cost and Performance Parameters
Table 1 summarizes the cost and productivity parameters
used in this analysis. These parameters are based on
system specifications, typical industry performance and
actual customer installation data.
Modeling Calculations
A baseline COO analysis was first run, providing an initial
cost-per-wafer result. Once this was accomplished,
customer-supplied data was entered for each performance
improvement area.

87%

Warranty
Baseline Cost of Ownership
Price of Fabworx Upgrade Kit

$2,000,000
40 Wafers/Hr.
$900
$1.00/Wafer
None
$4.01/Wafer
$42,400

The DETAILED ANALYSIS RESULTS
The following pages detail this analysis, in five separate
performance areas:
•

Maintenance-Related Costs

•

Throughput

•

Wafer Placement Repeatability

•

Robot-Related Wafer Scratches

•

Robot-Related Particles

As demonstrated in this analysis, the ROI for the Fabworx
Robot is far more significantly impacted by its ability to
improve the system's productivity and yield, than by
improving its reliability.

After data was entered, the new cost-per-wafer value was
subtracted from the initial cost-per-wafer value, netting the
cost savings per wafer provided by the Fabworx upgrade.
Multiplying this per-wafer savings by the number of
wafers-per-year run through the system yielded a one-year
ROI. An annual payback interval (the amount of time
required to achieve ROI) was then calculated.
NOTE: Typically an ROI calculation takes into account the
entire useful life of the product. While a substantially
larger return on investment is calculated when the lifetime
of the Fabworx Robot is considered, only the first-year ROI
results are presented, to emphasize the immediate savings
and short-term benefits achieved by this upgrade.
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Financial Implications of

Maintenance-Related Tool Improvements
PROBLEM
Several maintenance issues are present in the OEM robot:
•

Hub, elbow and wrist bearings wear out, requiring replacement parts, repair labor and tool downtime.

•

Blades and wrist mounts bend from process heat and occasional contact with chamber walls, slit valves, etc. Replacement
is sometimes required.

•

Robot alignment is difficult and imprecise, leading to additional maintenance.

SOLUTION
• Fabworx bearings are ceramic, providing long life. Hub bearings employ Vespel separators to further reduce wear.
Stronger bearing spacers keep bearings in place, reducing collisions that cause wear.
•

Blade and wrist mounts are stronger, reducing wear and droop.

•

All robot components are stiff and more precise. Overall Z adjustment allows first-order alignment, while the blade
adjustment mechanism provides for very precise final alignment.

CUSTOMER DATA
All customers report that OEM robot maintenance is required at least once per year, while most report that this is required every
six months. A maintenance event assumes rebuilding the arm, replacing the bearings, and the related tool downtime required
for realigning and re-teaching the tool.
This calculation assumes one maintenance interval per year. However, when the norm is applied (maintenance every six
months), payback is substantially faster.
CALCULATION
Bearing cost
Labor
Tool Downtime

$4,000 per set
$1920 (80/Hour X 12 Hours X 2 Technicians)
$12,000 (1,000/Hour X 12 Hours)

Yearly Cost

$17,920

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
ONE-YEAR ROI
PAYBACK INTERVAL

42.6% ($17,920)
2.34 years
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Financial Implications of

Throughput Improvements
PROBLEM
Throughput of Endura and Centura systems is often limited by the OEM robot's wafer-handling speed:
•

When process steps are short, wafer-handling time is significant relative to processing time.

•

Customers sometimes elect to install three chambers on a system instead of four, since adding an additional chamber
would not substantially increase throughput, due to robot limitations.

•

Complex wafer move sequences often create high wafer-handling overhead.

The OEM robot's extend and retract time is 1.75 seconds. Wafer sliding prevents any improvement in this parameter. In
addition, running at higher speeds would prematurely wear out robot components, due to lack of structural integrity.
SOLUTION
At full speed, extend and retract time for the Fabworx Robot is 0.75 seconds; rotational moves are similarly improved. Since its
design is more structurally robust and the perflouroelastomer pads prevent the wafer from sliding, the Robot can be operated at
maximum speed.
CUSTOMER DATA
Using the Fabworx Robot, a large DRAM customer with several short process steps conducted tests to measure throughput
improvements. A common recipe was run on the three-chamber Centura tool. Three different process times were used for this
test, and the results were compared to data collected on the OEM robot. Table 2 provides these results.
Table 2
Comparison of Throughput on Fabworx Robot vs. OEM Robot

40-Second Recipe

27.1% Increase

60-Second Recipe

24.7% Increase

90-Second Recipe

11.5% Increase

Other customers have reported throughput increases of between 5% and 34%, with an average increase of 15%.
CALCULATION
Based on customer data, this calculation assumes an average throughput increase of 15%.
At 40 wafers per hour, the cost per wafer is $4.01. When throughput is increased by 15% (46 wafers per hour), the resulting
cost per wafer is decreased to $3.65. This yields a cost-per-wafer savings of $0.36.
At 46 wafers per hour, the Fabworx Robot will process 278,042 wafers/yr. ([40 wafers/hr. X 24 hrs./day X 365 days/yr.] X 69% OEE).

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
ONE-YEAR ROI
PAYBACK INTERVAL

236% ($100,095)
22 weeks

When a group of tools is collectively upgraded, the capacity of
that group can be increased by the equivalent of one entire
system, without the associated capital cost, footprint and
overhead.
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Financial Implications of

Wafer-Placement Repeatability Improvements
PROBLEM
Several sources of wafer placement errors are exhibited by the OEM robot:
•

Wafers slide on the blade, resulting in poor placement accuracy.

•

Robot joints loosen over time and the hub assembly lacks structural integrity, causing backlash. Backlash is the space, or
play, between gears and other mechanical elements within the robot. This is a prime contributor to wafer misplacement,
and becomes more prevalent over time.

In tools configured with ElectroStatic Chucks (ESC), wafer placement errors often result in backside pressure faults. Customers
reported placement inaccuracy as one of the two causes of these faults (Figure 2). When these occur, the chamber typically
must be opened: this results in a wet clean, translating to between 8 and 10 hours of downtime.
In other cases, wafer placement errors affect process uniformity, due to nonrepeatable placement of the wafer within the process
zone.
Figure 2
Wafer Placement

SOLUTION
• The Fabworx Robot uses perflouroelastomer pads to prevent the wafer from
sliding.
• All bearings are heat-pressed, creating extremely tight joints.
• The hub assembly is structurally robust and stiff, eliminating extraneous
movement.
These design enhancements substantially reduce backlash and provide far better
placement accuracy. Since wafer placement is more repeatable, backside pressure
faults are reduced along with associated chamber downtime.
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CUSTOMER DATA
Customer data demonstrates that backside pressure faults were reduced by 90% after upgrading to the Fabworx Robot. Table 3
illustrates the repeatability of both a new and older OEM robot and compares them to the Fabworx Robot.
Table 3
Comparison of Backlash on OEM Robot vs. Fabworx Robot

CALCULATION
Only equipment downtime is used to financially model wafer-placement repeatability. Associated parts usage or other costs of
wet cleans are not considered in this calculation. Financial implications of process nonuniformity are also not been modeled, as
data has not yet been collected on this issue. Since process nonuniformity affects product yield, any improvement will have large
financial benefits.
Fabs with tools utilizing ElectroStatic Chucks (ESC) generally report one weekly chamber-down event per tool. For this
calculation, a reduction of 75% in backside pressure faults is assumed.
Labor
Chamber Downtime
Weekly Cost
Yearly Cost

$640 ($80/Hour X 8 Hours)
$2,000 ($250/Hour X 8 Hours)
$1,980 ($2,640 per week X 75%)
$102,960 ($137,280 per year X 75%)

Assumes that only one chamber is down during maintenance.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
ONE-YEAR ROI
PAYBACK INTERVAL

242% ($102,960)
21.4 weeks
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Financial Implications of

Robot-Related Wafer Scratches
PROBLEM
Many fabs report blade-related wafer scratches to be one of their largest sources of yield loss. When scratching occurs, the
probability of defect die is nearly 100%. Blade-related wafer scratches occur when the robot directly contacts the topside of a
wafer, while extending into the cassette to either extract or return a wafer located in the slot above. The dominant cause of
blade-related wafer scratching is robot droop.
Droop occurs naturally, as the robot ages and wears. As droop worsens, the robot blade uses more of the vertical clearance
area between wafers within the cassette (see Figure 3). While much of this area is already used by the blade thickness,
additional space is required when robot droop is considered. As blade-to-pitch clearance becomes smaller, wafer scratches
resulting from droop become more likely. Due to design and wear issues, droop is unavoidable in the OEM robot design.
Figure 3
OEM Robot Blade-to-Pitch Degradation After 2 and 8 Months (200 mm Wafers)

SOLUTION
Blade-related wafer scratching is virtually eliminated in the Fabworx robot, via three
design enhancements:
•

Overall design is more structurally rigid, using stronger materials, stiffer springs
and tighter tolerances, eliminating any measurable droop.

•

The robot provides fine-tune adjustment during setup, for greater precision.

•

Blade thickness (0.090 in.) is thinner than the OEM blade (0.120 in.), resulting
in more vertical space between wafers within the cassette (an additional
0.030 in.).

While Figure 3 reveals significant droop degradation in the OEM robot over eight
months, Figure 4 shows no measurable droop in the Fabworx Robot over a period of
13 months. Vertical clearance area is also larger, due to the blade's thinner profile.
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Figure 4
Fabworx Robot Blade-to-Pitch Spacing after 13 Months (200 mm Wafers)

CUSTOMER DATA
One customer encountered periodic wafer scratching resulting from the OEM robot's blade at a particular process step. This
phenomenon occurred consistently over several months (Figure 5). Detailed data-mining capability was used to extract toolinduced scratches from other yield-limiting events, and long-term yield loss attributable to blade-related scratching was 0.34%.
A Fabworx upgrade was performed, eliminating this problem: subsequent blade-related wafer-scratch yield loss was zero.
Figure 5
Yield Loss Due to Blade-Related Wafer Scratching, Before and After Fabworx Upgrade

CALCULATION
A before-and-after analysis was generated using different tool-yield numbers. As expected, small yield differences provided
large changes in COO.
While the customer data shown in Figure 5 reveals a yield gain of 0.34%, a more conservative gain of 0.2% is used to calculate
ROI. Inserting this 0.2% yield change into the model provides a cost-per-wafer of $5.81, versus a baseline of $4.01; the result
is a difference of $1.80 per wafer.
At normal operating speeds, the Fabworx-upgraded tool will process 241,776 wafers per year ([40 wafers/hr. X 24 hrs./day X
365 days/yr.] X 69% OEE). When multiplied by the cost-per-wafer difference of $1.80, an annual savings of $435,196 results.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
ONE-YEAR ROI
PAYBACK INTERVAL

1026% ($435,196)
5 weeks
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Financial Implications of

Robot-Related Particles
PROBLEM
Three issues result in particle contamination with the OEM robot:
•

Aluminum and nickel particles are generated from wafer movement within the
pocket of the blade (Figure 6).

•

Wrist bearings are exposed and wear quickly, leaving behind ferrous particles in
the wafer environment. Hub bearings also wear quickly, generating ferrous
particles.

•

An excessive amount of bearing grease is required, generating additional
contaminants.

Figure 6
Wear on the Surface of the OEM Blade, Resulting from Wafer Movement

SOLUTION
• The Fabworx robot employs ceramic bearings to provide long life and ball
separators to further reduce wear.
•

Wrist and elbow bearings are sealed and a small amount of high-quality, highvacuum lubricant is used.

•

A wafer pocket is not used; wafers rest on three perflouroelastomer pads (Figure
7) with a high coefficient of friction. Wafer sliding is eliminated, along with
associated particles.

Figure 7
Pads on Fabworx Robot Blade
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CUSTOMER DATA
Several customers have validated the particle-reduction benefit of this Fabworx upgrade. Figure 8 shows the defect density of
eight tools, measured over a nine-month period. During the fifth month of data collection, two of the tools were upgraded to a
Fabworx Robot. (While the data shows a non-related process issue during month six, defect density levels returned to nominal
when this issue was resolved during month seven.) A substantial particle decrease resulted in those tools with the Fabworx
upgrade.
Wafer backside particles create their own problems. Table 4 shows wafer backside particle data collected on another customer
tool, before and after the Fabworx Robot was installed.
Figure 8
Defect Density of Several Tools Over Nine Months

Table 4
Wafer Backside Particle Defects, Before and After Upgrade

Particle Size

OEM Blade

Fabworx Blade

0.16 - 0.26 µm

126

26

0.26 - 1.0 µm

79

18

1.0 - 2.0 µm

10

0

Area Defects

32

18

CALCULATION
While the effects of particle contamination vary at each step throughout the fab, the resulting benefit of reduced particles is
increased yield. In general, the ROI impact of a yield increase is quite large. While some customers reported yield increases in
the range of 4-6% due to the Fabworx upgrade, a conservative increase of 0.4% is used to calculate ROI.
The model was run using a baseline OEM configuration, resulting in a cost per wafer of $4.01. When the tool-yield parameter is
changed by 0.4%, the resulting cost per wafer increases to $7.63.
At normal operating speeds, the Fabworx-upgraded tool will process 241,776 wafers per year ([40 wafers/hr. X 24 hrs./day X
365 days/yr.] X 69% OEE). When multiplied by the cost-per-wafer difference of $3.62, an annual savings of $875,229 results.
Table 5 further demonstrates the ROI potential of the
Fabworx upgrade. These minor yield losses from basic
deficiencies in the OEM robot dramatically affect the
economics of the tool. Depending on the fab’s level of
robot-induced defectivity, the payback of performing a
Fabworx upgrade is nearly immediate.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
ONE-YEAR ROI
PAYBACK INTERVAL

2064% ($875,229)
< 3 weeks

Table 5
Fabworx Yield Improvement vs. ROI and Payback Interval

Robot-Induced Yield Loss

0.25%

0.50%

0.75%

1.00%

1.25%

1.50%

Change in Cost Per Wafer

$1.27

$4.55

$6.83

$9.13

$11.45

$13.47

$307,055

$1,100,080

$1,651,330

$2,207,414

$2,768,335

$3,256,722

50

14

9

7

6

5

One-Year ROI
Payback Interval (DAYS)
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Summary
Five performance areas were examined during this
analysis, in which OEM issues and potential
improvements to each were reviewed. WWK's TWO
COOL software application was used to determine
the financial implications of the design
enhancements provided via the Fabworx upgrade.
Both COO and ROI were modeled using before-andafter data supplied by customers. To remain
conservative in the modeling calculations, a lesser
improvement than what was actually achieved was
used to determine ROI.
The TWO COOL software proved highly effective at
providing the information of interest. The software
was easy to use, was exceptionally flexible, and had
the capabilities required to analyze the financial
implications of this robot upgrade.
The Fabworx Solutions Robot demonstrated
considerable financial benefit to those customers
who provided the data used in this model. Several
improvements were evident in the Centura and
Endura tools as a result of the Fabworx upgrade. All
areas demonstrated a strong return on investment.
The five performance areas that were modeled are
summarized on the right side of this page.
•

As expected, improvements made to the tool for
basic parts reliability reasons (i.e., bearing
replacements) have a moderate ROI, with a
payback period of over two years.

•

Improvements in tool productivity, allowing
higher throughput or more uptime, have a much
better ROI and a payback period of roughly six
months.

•

Scratches and particles impacted yield the most.
The associated payback from these
improvements is extremely large. The one-year
return is 10 to 20 times the investment, and
payback occurs in a few weeks.

Given the current industry financial pressures, the
ability to analyze in detail the benefit of both tool
and tool upgrade purchases is exceptionally valuable.
Smart deployment of limited capital is a must. WWK
software helps fabs make these difficult decisions.
The Fabworx Solutions Robot helps fabs achieve the
best performance possible from their existing
equipment. Return on investment of these upgrades
is substantial.
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ABOUT FABWORX SOLUTIONS

ABOUT WRIGHT WILLIAMS & KELLY

Fabworx Solutions, Inc. designs and manufactures
upgrades for semiconductor manufacturing equipment.
Their flagship series of products focuses on mechanical
robot arm upgrades for HP and VHP robots on both Endura
and Centura platforms. Other products include End
Effectors and Wafer Handler Picks for a variety of other
semiconductor manufacturing tools. Design features
dramatically improve reliability, contamination control,
repeatability and throughput of these systems.
Headquartered in New Hampshire, Fabworx Solutions
products are installed in leading fabs throughout the
world. Information can be found on the web at
fabworx.com, or by phone at 603.938.5658.

Wright Williams & Kelly, Inc. (WWK) is a global supplier of
decision tools for productivity and cost management. The
company develops and markets commercial software
products and is a leading expert and worldwide consultant
for cost of ownership, process costing and factory
simulation for the semiconductor, flat panel display, record
head, magnetic media, solar panel and other high
technology manufacturing industries. WWK also provides
expert strategic and market based consulting services to
technology-driven and technology-dependent
organizations. Founded in 1991, WWK has proven it has
the staying power to weather the cyclical nature of high
tech manufacturing. WWK can be found on the web at
wwk.com, or by phone at 925-399-6246.
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